The Chinese invenTed gunpowder, pasta, tenure, doggie squeeze-toys,
rodents as pets – and the pulps. Serialized novels were popular in
China hundreds of years before they appeared in the West. The advent
of efficient printing technology, as well as the appearance of modern
newspapers in China in the 1870s, led to a surge in the production
of popular and pulp literature in China at the turn of the twentieth
century. Sadly, Chinese popular culture from that time period is almost
entirely unknown in the West. One obvious reason for this is a language
barrier. Few of the stories, novels, comic strips, and films produced in
China before 1950 have ever been translated into English. Secondly,
much of it did not survive the Japanese onslaught during the 1930s and
1940s, not to mention the Cultural Revolution. It’s
a shame, because Chinese popular culture
before 1950 was wildly imaginative,
memorable, and occasionally predictive
of later American pulp fiction.
雷驰马车和电鞭子
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GallopinG Thunder
WaGons and
elecTric Whips
The fantastic and science fictional
are a traditional part of Chinese
literature and popular culture, dating
back to at least the sixth century BC.
Fabulously out-of-this-world ideas,
from trips to the moon to robot
rat-killers, are common. The roots
of Chinese science fiction can be
traced back to Quell the Bandits,
written by the scholar Yu Wanchun
in 1853. It was a sequel to the classic
fourteenth century outlaw novel The
Water Margin. In Quell the Bandits,
the rebel bandits hire Baiwaerhan,
a white native of Atlantic Europa, to
make benlei che, “galloping thunder
wagons,” three-story assault towers
armed with automatic cannons,
covered in impenetrable armor,
and equipped with spring-powered
wheels that allow the wagons to
traverse any terrain. Quell the Bandits
also features land mines, chenlou
zhou (“underwater clam boats,” or
submarines), robot lions, and feitian
shenlei (“divine flying thunder,” or
explosive rockets).
In t he 1870s, t he r ise of t he
modern Chinese press led to a
wide variety of newspaper serials
of various genres, including sci-fi.
By the end of the century, Chinese
readers were accustomed to overtly
science fictional stories. General
Nian’s Conquest of the West (1899)
was a hit. In the novel, Nan Guotai,
the son of Jesuit missionary Ferdinand
Verbiest, supplies Tibetan rebels with advanced
technology, including shengtian qiu (aerial balloons) and dixing
chuan (underground ships), for use against the Qing empire (the
last ruling dynasty of China, in power from 1644 to 1912). The Qing
retaliate with traditional Daoist magic, which leads to the Master of
Snowy Mountain dueling with the Pope and Chinese troops, using
tampons (yanzhi jin, or “rouge garments”) to absorb the electricity
of the Tibetan rebels’ dianqi bian (“electric whips”). Yes, you heard
correctly. Tampon warfare.
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月球殖民地和白色恐怖

Moon colonies and WhiTe perils
The bloody Boxer Uprising (1899-1901) drove home to the Chinese
public – even more than the 1894-1895 war between China and Japan
– how militarily weak China was compared to Japan, Russia, and
the West. Among the many effects of this culture-wide alarm was an
upsurge in science fiction, especially from 1902 – when Jules Verne’s
work was first translated into Chinese – to 1916, the beginning of the
chaotic Warlord Era. Some of this science fiction was innocent, lacking
political overtones: Xu Nianci’s fanciful novel A New Account of Mr.
Absurdity (1905) is about a Chinese man whose
soul is separated from his body during a
typhoon. He visits Mercury, which is
inhabited by brain-transplanting aliens,
and Venus, on which evolution takes
place at a rapid pace. On the other
hand, many sci-fi stories of this era
carried outspoken political messages.
Several such stories voiced a deep
desire to escape from China and
start again elsewhere: Li Boyuan’s
Ice Mountains and Snow Seas
(1903), set in 2499, describes
how a group of 11,495 Chinese
men and women, disgusted with
China, leave for a new home
in thirteen ships filled with the
most advanced technology, from
binoculars to wireless telephones.
The ships crisscross the seas of the
world looking for a suitable spot
before they land at the South Pole
and find a new colony. The colony
becomes famous, and a worldwide
emigration of oppressed peoples,
including Jews and American
blacks, ensues. The South Pole
colony becomes a utopia, open
only to the oppressed non-whites
of the world. A similar piece of
escapism appears in Huangjiang
Diaosou’s Moon Colony (19041905), in which the scholar Long
Menghua flees from Hunan with
his wife. Their ship collides with
a British liner, and Long’s wife
disappears during the shipwreck.
Long encounters Otaro Tama, a
Japanese dirigible inventor, and
the two begin looking for Long’s
wife. They encounter a variety of
people, including a group of fierce
female martial artists intent on
assassinating the Qing hierarchy.
Eventually the group decides that
all the nations of the world are too
corrupt for humans, so they set off in
Otaro’s dirigible for the moon, where they
establish a new utopian country.
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More of the stories from this era contain narratives of Chinese
conquest of the West, which can be seen as the projection of Chinese
resentment of and fury toward the West into fiction. Lu Shi’e’s A New
Rustic’s Wild Words (1909), set in the far future, portrays Europe as
a Chinese colony. But a group representing the White Peril (basically
the same thing as Yellow Peril, only Caucasian) plans to rebel. The
Emperor orders Wen Suchen, the general in charge of the European
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colonies, to suppress the rebellion. Wen leads an armada of flying warships
in a rapid, violent tour of the seventy-two European nations before sailing
his ships to Jupiter. Jupiter is discovered to be full of animals and plants,
and covered with gold, so Wen establishes a colony there, appointing
himself as governor. In Biheguan Zhuren’s New Era (1908), again set in
the future, a conflict in Hungary between Chinese immigrant workers and
white Hungarians leads the Chinese emperor to seek a military solution to
the problem. He turns to Huang Zhisheng, a retired admiral, and makes
him commander in chief of the Chinese forces. A global war follows in
which both sides use technologically advanced instruments and weaponry,
including zeppelins, aerostats, submarines, radar, torpedoes and torpedo
detectors, amphibious shoes, high-powered telescopes, and bulletproof
and electricity-repelling clothing. The Europeans’ use of the “green gas”
temporarily stops the Chinese fleet, but the Chinese “balloon brigade” and
“soul-penetrating dust” eventually prove to be unstoppable.
海盗女皇和花血聚会

piraTe Queens anD The floral blooD parTy
Martial artists in Chinese popular fiction go back at least to the fourth
century BCE, and wüxia (wandering martial artist) novels and plays are
a constant throughout Chinese history. Wüxia novels were popular in
the newspapers and magazines of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century. Just as nineteenth century wüxia novels had merged the wushu
and mystery genres (detective characters like Judge Bao solved crimes
assisted by a group of martial artists), some twentieth century wüxia
novels combined the martial arts and science fiction genres. Haitian
Duxiaozi’s The Stone of Goddess Nüwa (1905) told the story of Jin Yaose,
a young Chinese woman who returns to China after three years in the
United States. The corruption of the Chinese government infuriates her,
so she vows to become a radical, trying and failing twice to assassinate the

defeats the bandits with her martial arts skills, meanwhile
becoming part of a love triangle with a man she loves and a
woman in love with her male persona. In Zhang Huimin’s
1929 film The Female Knight Errant White Rose, Bai Suying
is a top student at the Women’s Sports Academy. Bai
receives a letter from her father informing her that their
family farm has been the target of local bandits. Bai puts on
a male disguise, including a cowboy hat and a mustache,
and goes to the farm, taking a bow and a sword with her.
She pretends to be Bai Tiemin, her sickly brother, and
defeats the bandits in combat.

Empress Dowager. During her travels she visits a scientific utopia
populated only by women and encounters the Floral Blood Party, an
all-female group of nihilist assassins.
The warlord era (1916-1928) temporarily interrupted the flow
of wüxia stories, but the rise of the Chinese film industry in the
late 1920s and early 1930s led to a new wave of wüxia stories in
film. These wüxia movies eschewed science fiction and embraced
fantasy. Chen Kengran’s The Swordswoman of Huangjiang (1930)
features Fang Yuqin, a swordswoman who wanders the countryside
with her brother, helping the innocent and punishing the guilty.
Among her exploits is the killing of a giant golden-eyed eagle that is
raiding a small village. Zheng Jidou’s Pirate Queen (1931) features a
female pirate in the early nineteenth century who uses her martial
arts abilities and magical powers to take command of a fleet of pirate
ships and defeat Chinese pirates and then the British navy.

每支玫瑰都有她扎人的刺

noThing is more like a
pulp Than real life
Women were common as protagonists in Chinese pulps
– unusually so, compared to Western pulps. The figure
of the nüxia – the female wandering knight errant, as
butt-kickingly fearsome as her male counterpart, the wüxia
– goes back centuries, but this character became more
common in the twentieth century, not least because of the
rise of feminism in China in the mid-1890s and the large
number of women involved in the political and social reform
movements of the 1890s and 1900s, and the smaller but still
significant number of women who embraced revolutionary
ideals before, during, and after the 1911 establishment of the
Chinese Republic. Some of these women led adventurous
lives and became the popular embodiments of the “girl
on the threshold,” the heroic, courageous, self-sacrificing
woman who so excited Chinese intellectuals during these
years. And, like in the “celebrity pulps” of the Western pulp
stories that featured celebrities engaged in adventures as
themselves, some of these women were used as protagonists
in Chinese celebrity pulps.

每支玫瑰都有她扎人的刺

every rose has her man-killing Thorns
Gender bending lurked beneath the surface of Chinese popular
culture in the nineteenth century but became more open and
obvious after the establishment of the Chinese republic in 1911. In
Yu Tianfen’s The Lady of the Roses (1924), a young woman who is
selling roses at a newly opened entertainment park is suspected of
involvement in several crimes. The patrolling policemen investigate
her but are beguiled by her charms and share an assignation with
her. But at length the woman is revealed to be the criminal behind
the thefts, a major player in the underworld, and a man dressing as
a woman to allay suspicion.
Transgressions of gender were particularly common in martial arts
films. The female lead of Yao Minai’s The Highwayman of Shandong
(1925-1926) is a peasant in a part of Shandong that is plagued by
a fierce bandit chief. The deadly peasant puts on male clothes and
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The use of real people in adventure stories is a tradition
in Chinese popular fiction that dates back at least to the
thirteenth century, but the development of the modern
mass media in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century gave Chinese writers many more examples of
real people to use in fiction. The traditional figures of
judges and monks were used in the pulps: Li Peng-heng
(?-1900) was a judge known for his rectitude, and in 1902
he appeared as Li Ch’ih-chün in Chung Hui’s The Cases of
Judge Li. Li Ch’ih-chün is a wandering judge who fights evil
and corruption while accompanied by a group of faithful
wüxia and nüxia. Less traditional individuals were also
featured, especially women. Sophia Perovskaya (1854-1881)
was a Russian revolutionary anarchist who took part in the
assassination of Tsar Alexander II. In 1902 Perovskaya
appeared in Luo Pu’s serial “Female Heroes of Eastern
Europe” (1902-1903), which portrays her as a heroic fighter
against despotism. The fictional Perovskaya organizes
factory strikes in the Urals, recruits new members for her
political party, survives exile to Crimea, and eventually
escapes from jail. (The American equivalent might be a
pulp featuring Lee Harvey Oswald as a hero.) More famous
was the case of Shi Jianqiao (1904-1979).
Shi was a Chinese activist whose father, army officer
Shi Congbin, was captured and murdered in 1925 by the
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飞船
上海的炼狱嬉闹

Topper in shanghai

warlord Sun Chuanfang. In 1935, while Sun knelt in prayer at a Buddhist
temple in Tianjin, Shi Jianqiao shot Sun twice in the head and once in the
body, then asked the monks to call the police. Shi’s act of filial revenge
became a cause célèbre in China, and she was sentenced to only seven
years (and later pardoned) because of the “mitigating circumstances
deserving of judicial compassion.” Shi appeared in the newspaper serial
“The Avenging Daughter” (1935-1936) as a nüxia who uses her martial
arts skills to avenge the death of her father by killing Sun, who (in the
serial) was a sworn brother to Shi Congbin.
尖叫，1939年的香港风格

scream, 1939 chinese sTyle
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The influx of American horror movies, and the real-life horrors of
the Japanese invasion and occupation, spurred the creation of the
Chinese horror film industry. The first Chinese horror film was
Yeung Kung Leong’s The Midnight Vampire (1936), in which a man,
murdered by his brother over an inheritance fight, comes back as a
vampire to kill his murderer. But the film responsible for starting
the Chinese horror craze was Ma Xu Weibang’s Song at Midnight
(1937), a remake of Phantom of the Opera with an anti-feudalism,
anti-warlord spin. Song at Midnight’s success led to the rise in
horror’s popularity, both in published works and in movies. The
year 1939 was the genre’s high-water mark, when numerous films
flooded the market. A typical movie, both in its approach to the
genre and its treatment of gender politics, is The Three-ThousandYear-Old Vampire (1939), in which a female vampire, 3,000 years
old but still beautiful, rules a subterranean kingdom full of demons
and sends them up to the surface world to terrorize humanity and
gather her victims. Another such lurid tale is Leong Wai-man’s Vampires
of the Haunted Mansion (1939), in which a group of beautiful young
women roam the streets of Hong Kong at night attacking innocent,
unwary men and draining their blood.
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Ma Xu Weibang’s remake of Phantom of the Opera was
not the only Chinese remake of a Western film. Remaking
stories involving Western popular culture began in China
in the 1880s as imports of Western novels flooded China.
By 1900 remakes were common. Captain Nemo was
remade as the anti-Qing, anti-Western Li Meng. Louis
Feuillade’s Irma Vep, from Les Vampires (1915), was remade
as Red Beauty, a seducer and kidnaper of young men in
Shanghai. (Red Beauty is eventually defeated by a nüxia.)
Shakespeare’s Two Gentlemen of Verona was remade as A
Spray of Plum Blossoms (1931), set in Guangzhou in the 1920s and
portraying the love affair between an army officer turned heroic bandit
and the daughter of a general. Wang Cilong’s The Adventures of the
Chinese Tarzan (1939) tells the story of a Chinese boy raised by apes
in Africa. And Yeung Kung Leong’s Charlie Meets the Spectres (1939)
remakes Topper, with Charlie, a hapless Chinese man in modern day
Shanghai who is befriended by a pair of mischievous ghosts.

The most popular Western character to be remade was Sherlock
Holmes. Introduced into China in 1896, the Holmes stories were
immediately popular and immediately pirated, and during the
next twenty years, hundreds of Holmes pastiches appeared in a
variety of magazines, plays, and operas. These Holmes pastiches
were known as Fuermosi, the Mandarin name by which Holmes is
still known in China. (So influential was Holmes that a prominent
1920s Shanghai tabloid was entitled Fuermosi.) The Fuermosi
did not take on ordinary human criminals but creatures from
traditional Chinese mythology, including ghosts, fairies, tiger men,
and fox women.
The culmination of the Fuermosi dynamic came in 1914, when
Cheng Xiaoqing began writing his Huo Sang stories. Huo Sang
began as an overt Holmes lift but took on a life of his own and
appeared in dozens of stories and novels through 1949. Huo Sang
remains Holmesian (and according to Cheng’s stories is friends
with Holmes) but is active in Shanghai, repeatedly duels with Hairy
Lion and his Five Blessings Gang, has a contact in the underworld,
and dresses in Western-style suits and ties.

飞船
More memorable was Wang Fuqing’s The Lady Ghost (1939) and The Lady
Ghost Part Two (1939). In the first, a man and his daughter are murdered,
leaving his wife to mourn. She vows vengeance, and to achieve it she goes
to a cemetery of unmarked graves and lies in a coffin for 49 days to attain
the powers of a ghost. This achieved, the woman uses her new powers
to find and kill the man who murdered her daughter and her husband,
and then she gives herself up to the police. In the sequel, an adulterous
wife and her lover attempt to Gaslight the wife’s husband. Her lover
even attempts to rape the husband’s daughter (by a previous marriage).
To save the husband and daughter, the man’s servant summons Lady
Ghost, who promptly kills both the wife and her lover.
The films became so numerous that some directors began making
movies that commented on the horror genre itself. Wong Toi’s The Ghost
Catcher (1939) is about Zhong Kui, an eccentric, aging, crotchety “ghost
catcher” who makes a living by traveling from town to town catching
bothersome or evil ghosts and demons with the help of a magic sword
and sack. In The Ghost Catcher, the demons he catches had appeared in
previous films, including the Coffin Ghost, from Yeung Tin-lok’s Spirit
of the Coffin (1939), and the Spirit of the Broom, from Wang Fuqing’s The
Spirit of the Broom (1939).
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And just as Holmes dueled with Maurice Leblanc’s Arsène Lupin
in Arsène Lupin Versus Sherlock Holmes (1906-1907), so did Huo Sang
end up jousting with a Chinese master thief. Sun Liaohong created Lu
Ping as a pastiche of Arsène Lupin, but Lu Ping was written skillfully
enough to take on a life of his own. Lu is nonchalant about everything.
He whistles while he burgles; he mutters wisecracks and asides to the
reader in a snappy, hard-boiled American patois; and he disguises
himself as any of a dozen identities. Lu is owed favors from the vast
Shanghai underground and from men and women of every walk of
life. The police rarely if ever pose Lu any difficulty; he’s just too damn
good at wriggling out of dilemmas and difficulties. Though charming,
Lu lacks Arsène Lupin’s sense of honor and chivalric righteousness,
and steals only to relieve his own poverty. On occasion, however,
Lu performs a bit of detection and crime-solving, and even takes on
enemies of China, such as the Blue Rattlesnake, a Japanese femme
fatale and spy.
The Japanese invasions of the 1930s, followed by World War II, and
finally the Cultural Revolution, halted the production of Chinese pulp.
Hong Kong continued to produce gloriously over-the-top books and
films, but what appeared in the People’s Republic of China was largely
tedious Communist fare, with only the occasional Chinese James Bond
novel or wüxia film to provide pulp thrills. However, the increasing
capitalization of China over the past twenty years and its leadership’s
new imperialism have been changing the cultural landscape once
again. Soon enough, Westerners may have the chance to read new
tales of China conquering the world… maybe even the moon.
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Holmes/Fox Woman illustration by Paul Tobin
Robotic Lion & Warrior, Galloping Thunder Wagon and
Otaro’s Airship illustrations by Greg Broadmore
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